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Abstract 

Social media serves the critical purpose in internet marketing through helping organizations establish a robust web presence, 
boost traffic, and leads generation. A social media strategy that’s well-structured strategy is paramount to boost the growth and 
development of an ecommerce brand. Owing to its commercial success worldwide, social media continues to be popular. Rural India 
has 264 million internet users and this is expected to reach 304 million in 2020. Rural India has a sizable portion that is devoid of 
internet access.  Thus, there is immense headroom for growth which will contribute to an increase in the overall internet population 
over the next few years.Although entrepreneurs of e commerce have not been completely immune from the economic crises, and the 
pandemic that the world is facing these days, the impact overall has evidently accelerated the transition from physical retail. Making 
an active investment in electronic commerce today, you’ll be in a better position to achieve successful results in the future. 
 
Keywords:Growing Role of Social E-commerce, Social Media Platform. 
 
Introduction 

Social networks and web shops became an inseparable part of our lives. Major section of population was spending most of 
their time in social media. Every little thing was posting in social media by users. Where the internet was the main gateway for the e-
commerce operators, these platforms of social media were became best media for the marketing & advertising. So, why not combine 
them, someone thought. To increase sales and bring more revenue, retailers use social media to be present and build a relationship 
with their customers. And this is how social media was using by e-commerce. 

 
An average person spends an hour and 40 minutes browsing social networks every day. This fact alone describes the power 

and influence of social media. Excellent! I will just set a Facebook page or Twitter account and promote my business. No, you won’t. 
Don’t be mistaken. Behind the usage of social networks for business purposes stands a whole philosophy that needs careful study and 
application. Simply being on social networks will not grow your business and reputation overnight. Social media just offers you the 
possibility, and if you want, you can grab it. Be aware that a lot of hard work and time needs to be invested in social e-commerce.  

 
Objectives of Study 

Role of Social Media Marketing for E-commerce  
Utilities of social media advertisements for e-commerce 
Growing Role of Social E-commerce 

 
Social media came a long way from only connecting people to playing a deciding role in every business. People moved 

online, and they are very social. And brands have noticed the shift, for sure. Before, a business’ presence would be signified by a 
physical storefront and advertisements in the paper. But in a digital age, business reputations live and die by their social media 
standing. 

 
Social networks have the ability to point shoppers towards a new product or some good deal. But not only that, social 

networks create a sense of community and engage people in a way to make purchases. The fact is that many people turn to social 
media for help with a buying decision and that around 75% of people bought something because they had seen it on a social media 
platform. In social e-commerce lies a huge opportunity for business owners, just if the strategy is set out well. Social media has and 
will play a critical role in the evolution of online shopping. 

 
Ecommerce and social media become more enmeshed in people’s lives, the opportunities to interact and bolster each other 

are innumerable, taking into account that an average person spends an hour and forty minutes on social media on a daily basis. There 
is a continuous rise in ecommerce solutions and shopping platforms that entrepreneurs use to build their brands online. 

 
Between the growing competition and lesser attention spans, to stay competitive and to remain standing, be it for an online or 

offline business proves to be more challenging. Fortunately, just like the technology that continues to evolve, there are also social 
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media and ecommerce trends that provide more opportunities for both digital and physical stores to stay profitable and attract 
customers. 
Choose the Right Social Media Platform 

Not all social media platforms are equal & same. The type of business you operate will change the platform that suits for 
your business. A review of major platforms of social media was as follows: 

 
Facebook 

Over 2.6 billion monthly active users. Great for visual advertisements & value promotions. Best suits for audio-visual 
advertisements as well. However, there is a lot of competition & high traffic results in low response & difficulty among the audience. 

 
Twitter 

Over 320 million active users. Great for Building & development of brand personality. May require a dedicated manger as 
humorous tweets & persons activity leans existed. Visual aids help but most important thing was focus on your customers. 

 
Instagram 
Over 1 billion active users. Biggest age group is 18-29.visual adds & audio visual adds help but a lot of creativity needed as the 
content was most displayed to attain young adults. 
 
LinkedIn 
Over 675million active users. Most popular ages were between 30-64, it was most formal & loaded with professionalism. Though 
users are less active but it was best platform for all types of Professional services.  
 
YouTube 
 Over 1.5 billion active users. It was an open platform where one can generate own content for promoting, publishing, 
advertising on their own of their own brand along with paid promotions & advertisements can be posted.it will be suited for all 
purpose advertisements. 
 
Utilities of social media advertisements for e-commerce 
Posting on Daily Basis 

To start and grow your social community, you need to post interesting and engaging content consistently. Study what the best 
posting frequency is, how your audience reacts to different types of posts, what time of the day is the best for posting, etc. 

 
Be Short and Concise 

People have less and less time, so information overload is not an optimal way to engage customers. Give them short and only 
relevant information about the product that could interest them. Easy and fast consumption is a win-win situation. Also, add good 
visual content.  One post that includes image or video will generate 50% more likes than one without. 

 
Use Benefits of Different Social Networks 

You are present on social networks, but there is no effect? Try using all the specific features that various social networks 
bring. Use hashtags, take advantage of Facebook Sign Up button, make a Facebook contest, add buyable Pinterest pins and similar. 
Social e-commerce means constantly following trends. There are so many details that can help you out to make your business more 
visible. 

 
Use Reviews 

People are more likely to purchase a product if someone before them used and evaluated it. Ask customers to leave their 
review about products and show it on your Facebook page, for example. These reviews will create social traffic for your page and 
consequently increase sales. 
User-Generated Content 
User-generated content is compelling because it gives potential customers social proof they seek. For social e-commerce, user-
generated content is a golden mine. People love to see content that other people have created, they recognise themselves in it. Ask 
your clients for comments, photos, videos and post it to start discussions. 
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Know Your Customers 
If you don’t know your customers, you cannot post content that will interest and engage them. Get to know them through 

some questionnaires, surveys or social media so you could implement efficient strategy accordingly. Your posts should tackle their 
needs – find out what they are. 

 
Don’t Just Try to Sell 

Still, the primary goal of using social networks isn’t to make a purchase. People use social networks because of curiosity and 
social touch. So, respect that. Don’t be active only when you are trying to sell something. People will turn off and un follow if you do 
that, 

 
Top Social Networking Sites 

 
Source: statistia reports 
 
 We can clearly observe that FACEBOOK was at first place in the monthly visits & most importantly highest (99.5%) share in 
mobile traffic share & least (0.75%) in the desktop traffic share. followed by YouTube as second, Instagram, Twitter, Linked in etc. 
Majority of the social media users are in the mobile traffic zone, where in case of desktop video playing platform YouTube only has a 
reasonable share in desktop traffic share.  
 
Distribution of INTERNET users 
 

 
Source: Internet & Mobile Association of India (IAMAI), GlobalWebIndex 
 

The major share in users of internet was the 20-29 age group followed 30-39 in urban areas 7& 16-19 years in rural areas. 
Whereas the 30-39 age group in aggregate level.it was showing that the teen & young age group was most in total users of internet. 
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Total amount Spent on Digital Advertisements 
 

 
Source: Internet & Mobile Association of India (IAMAI), GlobalWebIndex 
 

Digital grew by 37%, adding $613 million, to reach a size of $2.2 billion in 2019. Digital advertising includes the ad-spend 
on video across all digital formats from social media, over the top platforms including YouTube, gaming, news, and other websites. 
The share of the video is the highest today and growing at the fastest rate among all digital advertising formats. 

 
Observations 

a) Large numbers of internet users were in social media only 
b) They are using the internet for all the needs 
c) Majority knowledge about new products were obtaining from internet 
d) Majority of the social media users are in the mobile traffic zone  
e) Social media marketing helps in high reach of consumers 
f) Many companies spending high amounts for online advertisements 

 
Suggestions 

a) Social media had a lot of participants, All the information available in social media was unreliable. 
b) Information in social media was not authorized & authenticated, the operators of E-commerce must have to provide 

authorised information in Social media 
c) E-commerce operators must have their own personalised mobile applications.  
d) The operators of E-commerce must have to provide authorised information in Social media. 
e) The business operators of e-commerce must provide creative & qualitative advertisements. 

 
Conclusion 

Social media has such a vital role & scope which will be suited as a best platform for anyone to operate, explore, attain, 
attract, compete, gain, as well to expand, develop, their business. One should have to overcome the limitations & cons of social media 
to build their own brand through proper strategic ways of marketing.   
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